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Immigration has become a
highly popular topic with the
presidential election coming
just around the corner in
November. The candidates
are expected to have a heated
discussion on immigration
at the upcoming presidential
debate.
Sinclair will be having their
own conversation on immigration on a local level here
in Dayton. They will be hosting a facilitated discussion on
local immigration Thursday,
September 22.
According to Jacqueline
Housel, the Associate Professor of Geography, this
T H E

discussion on immigration
will help students go outside
of their group and meet other
people who may be different
from them.
“We do have a pretty
diverse population here at
Sinclair. What our objective
is to help students make
connections and network with
people outside of their group.
We want to get them to know
people from all different
backgrounds who maybe approach things from a slightly
different perspective, but at
the same time understand that
we are all similar in many
ways,” she said.
According to Housel, immigration is a human’s rights
issue and it is an important
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issue that students should
learn about.
“We are all more similar to
each other than different and
hopefully start to establish
more relationships amongst
people. That really is the
point,” she said.
The event, according to
Housel, is a good way for
students to get to know people who are from different
backgrounds.
Immigration has become a
recent hot topic, with President Obama’s goal of reaching 10,000 Syrian refugees
being succeeded on August
31. There has been talk of
exceeding that goal as well.
Donald Trump, the Republi-

Immigration continued on page 2
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Seen Chelsea lately?

Dayton does it different

Laina Yost

September 20 -26, 2016

Daughter of Democratic
Presidential candidate Hillary
Clinton, Chelsea Clinton stopped
by Building 12 last Thursday for
the “Women for Hillary Round
Table” campaign event. Clinton addressed a mostly female
audience on the subject of her
mother’s policy platforms on
higher education, paid parental
leave, affordable childcare and
equal pay for equal work.
Hillary Clinton is the most
qualified candidate in history
to run for office, according to
Dayton Mayor Nan Whaley who
introduced Clinton to the conference room filled with some few
hundred people. The crowd was
energized after Whaley’s speech,
and with flags on the stage and a
banner touting the Clinton campaign slogan “Stronger Together,” Clinton took the stage.
“Stronger Together” to Clinton
is more than a slogan. Clinton
took questions from the audience
on her mother’s maternity and
paternity leave policy, which
proposes 12 weeks of paid leave
to new parents of either sex.
The leave, Clinton pointed out,
is double that of Republican
frontrunner Donald Trump’s and
would not “raid” unemployment
funds—where Trump’s leavepay is awarded.
The expansion of maternity
and paternity leave would also
apply to the diverse family
makeups that “look like our
families in 2016” according to
Clinton. This means that foster
families and adoptive families
would also qualify.
Clinton discussed the push
back to reproductive rights post
2008 briefly and said that under

S I N C L A I R

her mother’s policy, reproductive
rights would be furthered—reassuring a voter in the audience
who asked about health policy.
Clinton, a Stanford graduate,
stressed the importance of free
community college and loan forgiveness opportunities. Clinton
detailed the story of her mother’s financing through college
using student debt and working
in the public’s interest, stating
the importance of a community
to invest in its graduates, not
disinvest.
“[Hillary Clinton] believes
that anyone should be able to go
to Sinclair,” Clinton said. “Or
any community college, tuition
free, regardless of family income.” The campaign event was
targeted to millennials.
Clinton stressed the importance of a figure in the race for
the highest office in the nation to
have a plan of what they are to
do when they get there, specifically. Clinton said that this
election felt even more personal
to her, as it was truly about the
next generations.
“As proud as I am and as
grateful I am that my mom is
running, Clinton said, “this
election is about my children.”
Clinton urged that this election
more than ever America had to
make a choice.
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Volleyball serves up exciting season
Claudia Gomez
Reporter

The Sinclair (0-1) Volleyball team played its first
home match of the 2016
season on Thursday September 1st against visiting
Vincennes University (3-0)
from Vincennes, Indiana.
Coach K.C. Gan
has been coaching The
Pride since 1999. Gan feels
confident about this season
although the outcome of the
first game was not what he
expected.
“This year I have a better
team than last year.” Gan exclaimed during a pre-season
interview.
Gan explained his
concerns, which the most
important one was injury but
overall, he has high hopes for
The Pride this season.
In the first match of
the game, The Pride came
out strong with impressive
save after save from Caroline
Smith and Sarah Bettinger.

The communication was
strong amongst The Pride
and that is how they were
able to form strong plays and
attack.
Blocking also played a
major role in the first match
as Aja Howard and Meg
Reineke made a strong duo.
The Pride fought through but
still came up short in the first
match by finishing 19-25.
The Pride seemed to
have a system going throughout all matches. They fought
back and came back stronger
each match.
This was all planned by
Coach Gan as he explained,
“other universities have a
system of playing the game
but my system is not very
traditional but by following
my system we can win. They
have to follow the system
and have discipline.”
The Trail Blazers
consistency in making plays
for attacks and kills made it
easier for them to stay ahead
in all of the matches but the

second and third match were
different. The Pride also
stayed consistent with making plays for attacks and kills
in the second match which
made for a close match.
It was play after play from
both teams and they both
seemed to have their own
system going. The Pride
fought through but still fell
short and ended the match
23-25.
The Trail Blazers expected
an easy third match but The
Pride came back even stronger from the first two matches. The Pride were up by at
least four points throughout
the third match.
They had stronger plays
which made for even stronger attacks. The Pride also
stayed consistent with their
blocking to fight for the win
but fell short and finished the
game 23-25.
Vincennes (3-0) 25 25 25
Sinclair (0-1) 19 23 23
The Pride will have a busy
weekend ahead of them as

A mixed response
Immigration continued from front

can nominee for President, opposes letting
Syrian refugees settle in
the country, saying that
“they are letting tens
of thousands of people
come in from Syria
and nobody knows who
these people are and a
lot of those people are
ISIS.”
“There is no doubt
that the national conversation about immi-

gration has been mixed
and at times has been
largely unfavorable,”
Housel said.
According to Housel,
this is largely because
of global terrorism,
the economic decline
and political and media
discussions on immigration.
However, Housel said
that Dayton decided to
do something that was

different than the national conversation.
“It is in this environment that Dayton went
against the grain and
decided to start community conversations
that asked the question:
What is possible if Dayton became a city that
intentionally welcomed
immigrants?” she said.
On the local level,
Ohio governor John
Kasich said last Novem-
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they play back to back games
at the Owens CC Invitational.

ber that he will not be
welcoming Syrian refugees into Ohio, however,
Dayton’s mayor, Nan
Whaley, said that Dayton will take in refugees
if the Obama administration asks for help.
According to Housel,
she has a different experience with immigrants
and that the first step
is meeting them and
talking to them about
their experience, which
is what the Voices conversation will do.
“It puzzles me sometimes, these national
conversations, that are
taking place because
it seems so unlike the
experiences I personally
have had, the relationships I’ve had with
immigrants… once you
meet someone face to
face and you have a conversation with them and
you share a part of your
own personal experiences, you tend not to be
so scared or fearful of
them,” she said.
According to Housel,
Dayton is one of the
leaders in the nation for
welcoming immigrants.
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All home games are
played in Building 8 on the
downtown Dayton Campus.
Results and stats are also
available at
www.sinclairathletics.com

Contributed by Sinclair Volleyball

She said that 4% of
the total population in
Montgomery County are
immigrants.
“One of the first steps
to understanding these
national issues might be
to look around locally
and see what’s happening locally,” she said.
According to Housel,
this discussion will
open students up to a
new understanding of
where they come from
and how similar they are
to people from different
places.
“A part of this is just
recognizing that even
though we may come
from different places
that we all share some
experiences as well.
That’s what we find
when students have
these conversations as
well,” she said.
The session will
start with a panel of
immigrants who are
asked questions about
the experiences they
have had moving to the
United States and how
they came to Dayton.
Then, the participants
are asked to join a small

group where they will
share their thoughts as
it relates to a specific
questions.
“I think that they will
enjoy these small group
discussions, just to get
to know other students
who are both from the
Dayton area and others
who have moved here
from outside of the
Dayton area,” Housel
said.
The conversation is
open to public and not
just Sinclair students.
According to Housel, that is important
because the conversations take place beyond
Sinclair, so everyone is
welcome to attend.
“These discussions,
these voices, are happening all over Dayton
and so it’s not limited to
just Sinclair College,”
she said.
The facilitated discussion on local immigration will take place on
Thursday, September
22 in the Stage Area of
Building 8. It will take
place between 11:30
a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Get psyched
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Hannah Hamlin
Reporter

The Psychology
Department will
be hosting a student orientation
this week. They
will be using this
orientation to provide students with
information about a
psychology degree.
Jennifer
King-Cooper and
the rest of the Psychology department want to use
this opportunity to
welcome students,
familiarize them
with the faculty, answer questions and
educate students on
their degree.
“We want to tell
people a little bit
of basic information on majoring
in Psychology, like
what courses are
required, articulation agreements
with 4 year
schools,
graduate

and many other
student organizations. If students
don’t have time for
a club, King-Cooper
suggests for them to
keep their eyes open
for Sinclair Talks
and other programs
like this one.
“The majority of
Sinclair professors
in the Psychology
Department should
be present to talk
about their journey in psychology
and how they got
their job at Sinclair,
which is interesting
because it shows all
of the different fields
that can get you into
psychology,” says
Valerie Mayfield, the
administrative assistant for the
Psychology
Depart-
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schools, some of
the things we think
you should know
if you are planning
to transfer and
the most efficient
pathway we recommend, meaning the
sequence of courses
that we think you
should follow,”
King-Cooper said.
King-Cooper said
that this seminar
will also educate
students on things
like student organizations for psychology students,
such as Psych Club,
Human Rights Club

ment.
Students will have
the opportunity to
speak more specifically with the Psychology professors
one-on-one at this
event.
According to
King-Cooper, this
event is different
from just meeting
with your advisor. It
is much more specific about the degree
and it will give students the opportunity to talk to people
with experience.
“This orientation
is important because

advisors only know
general information
about a psychology degree and we
can talk to students
about all of the specifics from experience, like graduates
school, things we
did that helped us as
students and where
students can get jobs
in their ideal field,”
she said.
They will also
be talking about
psychology majors
can do with their
degree. According to
King-Cooper, it is a
good reminder that
there is a lot more to
a psychology degree
than just becoming a
therapist.
“We will be
talking about opportunities students can
have in our service
learning programs
as well, that will
give them an introduction to places
psychologists work.
It’s important to
remember that not
everyone who goes
into psychology
becomes a therapist,
there are lots
of options,”
she said.
King-Cooper
and the Psychology Department
hope to see
many students
attending the
orientation, so
they can further guide you
as you begin
your academic
career.
The event will
be hosted Friday,
September 23 from
2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
in Building 7, Room
006 right next to
Tartan marketplace.
Light refreshments
will be provided for
attendees. While
this seminar is
required for psychology majors, it is not
exclusive to psychology majors. If you
are only considering
a psychology major,
feel free to attend.

Why pay off debt when you can sue?

Anthony Caso

Los Angeles Times

In the wake of the
collapse of the Corinthian Colleges
and questions about
other for-profit career
colleges, the Department of Education has
drafted broad new
rules for when
people can
get out
of repaying

federal
loans.
These proposed changes
to what’s called
the “borrower defense
rule” would let people
petition for loan forgiveness or even sue
their school.
The problem is that
the proposed rules,
which will be finalized
by Nov. 1, are so vague
they may invite abuse.
For example, student
borrowers could apply
to discharge their loans
if the college made
statements that were
“misleading under the
circumstances.” What
does that mean exactly?
Department of Education employees and
courts will get to decide on a case-by-case
basis, apparently.
More troublesome is
that these poorly devised standards probably would spur new
lawsuits. Indeed, the

proposed regulations
expressly contemplate
students suing their
schools: One of the
major proposed changes outlaws binding
arbitration as a means
of resolving disputes.
Instead, students could

either file an administrative petition asking
the Department of Education to cancel their
debt, or file a lawsuit
against their school (or
perhaps both). Indeed,
the proposed regulations seek to protect the
use of class-action lawsuits against colleges.
Students have a tremendous incentive to
try to get out of paying
for their education.
More than two-thirds
of college graduates
carry student loans
with an average debt of
almost $35,000 _ more
for graduate students.
Many will struggle to
keep up with payments,
especially in their first
jobs. You can bet plenty
will try to take advantage of this rule change.
As long as a college

did not mislead prospective or current students about, say, graduation or job-placement
rates, or the cost of tuition, it should not have
to worry, right? Hard to
say. The old standard
required proving that
the school deceived
students, and it
referred to state
law requirements for
misrepre-

sentation.
The
newly
proposed standard, “mislead,” is
intentionally broader
than “misrepresent.”
It includes affirmative statements, but
also failure to disclose
something that the
student can argue influenced their decision to
enroll or to continue at
the college. That could
be just about anything,
and a “borrower defense” can be raised
any time before a loan
is paid off.
Colleges that admitted reporting inflated
average SAT scores
during the 2000s,
hoping to influence
the annual U.S. News
& World Report college rankings, should
be worried, as should
those that employed
even more creative
methods.
In 2008, Texas’
Finances continued on page 12
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In Life and Liberty
Dying over Clinton’s death

Laina Yost

Managing Editor

It’s the 9/11 memorial. Many
people are there, remembering
heir loved ones and the terrible
vents that took place 15 years
go. A familiar face, Hillary
Clinton, the Democratic nominee for president, is there. She
was there for an hour and thirty
minutes before abruptly leavng and going to her daughter’s
partment.
Her campaign later stated
hat she felt overheated and was
dehydrated, so she decided to
eave and recover. However, her
overheating later turned into
pneumonia, which had been dignosed on Friday, two days beore the memorial. It just wasn’t
evealed to the public until it had
o be. And now it’s a national

story. After all,
politicians should
never be sick. It
might as well be
outlawed.
Suddenly
everyone is
questioning why
she lied about her
health and how
this is going to
affect her campaign because it’s
not like the email
thing was a big
deal or the time
when she called
Trump supporters a “basket of
deplorables”. It’s
time to move
on with the next
big thing and
exploit as much out of this as
we possibly can. She’s probably
dying. And it’s up to the next big
journalist to discover who, what,
when, where and why.
NBC News published the nine
unanswered questions that they
have, and I guess we need to
have too, over her health scare.
Why not inform the public? Did
she lose consciousness? Has she
been ill on other days? And the
questions go on and on. After
all, these are extremely important questions we need answered.
No 68 year old woman needs to
be that sick! Also, normal people don’t get walking pneumonia
and Clinton is normal. She even
carries hot sauce in her bag.
It’s not like we have national
security, immigration, global
terrorism and the economy to

Playing It Forward

Less money, Mo’ problems
Barton Kleen

Executive Editor

If I put what you’re about to
read on Youtube, I would not
qualify for monetization. If I
can’t make money from it, I’d be
a starving artist and I lack the
artistic talent to reconcile myself
to that way of life. However, I do
have experience in monetization
and streaming in a professional
environment.
Oh, how the times have
changed. If you were a “content
creator” for Youtube, you had
10,000 subscribers or more to

your Youtube channel. There do
exist a select group of people that
are content creators, full-time.
They live their lives through
Youtube videos.
Sounds like a dream, right? Sit
around, upload a video and collect that advertising money. The
reality? It’s incredibly laborious.
If you want to be something
besides meme-of-the-month, the
more views you receive, the more
established you are, the more
your viewers expect from you.
Rarely does a content creator
work alone when they reach the
point of monetization that they

focus on. Not when old Hill
Dog is sick.
Trump has been pushing
Clinton to reveal her health
records for many days before the incident and has been
spreading rumors about her
health for several weeks. He has
been pushing and questioning
her stamina for a long while
now.The press must now face the
terrifying question. Was Trump
actually correct for once in his
life? There is nothing more terrifying than that!
I was gearing up for a giant
Trump comeback, I had the
popcorn ready, my slippers
on because I’m an old person
trapped in a youth’s body, and
Trump comes back with… a get
well message? What happened
to the guy who called out Megyn
Kelly for being a female and
“having blood coming out of her
whatever”? Yes, it’s appalling,
but it’s America and we citizens,
as much as you may deny it,
thrive on this kind of stuff. The
back and forth, the insults, it’s
just like another night of Real
Housewives except Presidential
edition! I mean, really, who is
Donald Trump if he isn’t insulting someone? The entertainment
section will be gone without
him.
Trump promised a big reveal
on his health and everyone
expected a big health reveal,
however, he only released a doctor’s note. Then again, Trump
has been known to disappoint
on his big reveals. Just ask Chris
Christie about the Vice President reveal. No one was more
disappointed than him.
The Clinton camp is either
bracing themselves for the real
insults, that are likely to come
can live off their advertising
money. A personality typically
compels more views, than surprisingly just physical attraction.
Both is ideal towards producing
content, you want to be attractive
and have attractive content.
You work with an editor most
of the time. Streamers often hire
both editors and live cappers,
who watch their streams and
compile their antics into another
product to monetize. Through
this way, you can meet a variety
of people with weirdly unique
capabilities that translates into
video production and overall,
content creation.
The issue now is that Youtube
is exercising some controversial constraints on what they
are permitting to be eligible for

in a few days, or thanking their
lucky stars that Trump has decided to take a page out of their
book and stay silent.
Meanwhile, the press is just
insulted that Clinton hasn’t told
them about her health. This
really shouldn’t be surprising.
Clinton isn’t exactly known for
being an open book about her
campaign. The only time she
talks to the press is when she
is forced to. With their crazed
reaction to her health, she isn’t
likely to release much information.
Both Clinton and Trump are
older, 68 and 70 respectively,
and the campaign trail is a very
grueling thing to have to go
through. It really only makes
sense that at some point, someone will get ill. However, this is
politics and logic isn’t welcome
here. So obviously, Clinton is
dying and if she becomes president, we may have that guy who
is her VP that no one remembers
as president. So read up on your
Vice Presidents, I guess that
they’re important now.
If I can sneak in something
that isn’t pure sarcasm because
the above comments are all
sarcasm, seriously, be logical.
It doesn’t matter if you’re a
Clinton or Trump fan, the campaign trail is seriously taxing so
sickness may occur if you’re not
drinking enough water, eating
well enough and getting a good
night’s sleep. People who play
sports may be able to relate
to that. No, it’s not great that
Clinton hid her illness from the
world until she had no choice,
but honestly, it isn’t the first
thing she has hidden from the
American public and so I’d advise to look at some other things
monetization. Youtube
is saying, if you break
these rules, no money
for you. That translates
to “we do not support
profiting off of having
this type of content.”
Youtube is owned by
Google, who is not free
from accusations of
censorships. To me, the
restriction of funds do
to this particular set of
rules does translate to
type of censorship.
Youtube cannot
create an avenue for
business through
partnership, for which
people can attain a
professional level
from, then revoke their
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rather than her health.
Also, the press is going to go
crazy on this one. Fox News
won’t have this much fun for a
quite awhile so they are going
to get all the possible enjoyment
they possibly can out of this. I’m
not always proud to be a member of this journalist community, especially when they act like
this. There are so many other
important things to focus on,
things that we as an American
public are concerned about, and
here we are covering something
that someone will soon tag a
gate at the end of it.
I think that we need to vote
for someone based on their
record and their stance on the
issues, not their health. In the
meantime, let’s get a good
laugh out of Clinton’s panic,
the press’ frenzy and Trump’s
insults. Because, let’s be
honest, we all know that they’re
coming, it’s just that his insult
guy is still in fifth grade and he
was still in school in Monday’s
immediate aftermath.
This isn’t a defense of
Clinton. I have my own issues
with both candidates, so I tend
to look at this like an outsider
looking in. I can mock both
sides and I can laugh at them,
but when it comes to this, everyone, Clinton, Trump, the press
and the American public, just
looks ridiculous. So let’s take a
deep breath, let out a belly laugh
and watch the spectacle that
has become something called a
presidential campaign, but don’t
forget the issues that are important and don’t take away the fact
that around 2,996 people died
15 years ago. That is what we
should never forget.
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Barton Kleen

Executive Editor

I, as were many other student journalists, was incredibly excited for the presidential debates to begin this Fall.
Hillary and Trump, set to
debate just a few miles down
the road at Wright State, one
of our top partners in education in Dayton.
Perhaps I was too
green at the opportu-

Tartan Opinion

Wright State’s Wrong Choice

their students.
I applaud the effort—what
little there was that happened
to be in the semblance of an
organized one, that is. Wright
State was the only Ohio
school to bid for the Presidential Debate.
We may recall the scene
of Cleveland not long ago
as it hosted the Republican
National Convention. Ohio
is a swing state, we’re more
important

nity, for
all
the months and changes
Wright State poured money
into—they made the same
mistake again. They bit off
more than they could chew.
Originally, the debate bid
was expected to be around 2
to 5 million. Wright State did
all these exciting revisions,
offering new courses and hiring new private contractors
to ensure the debate could
happen.
The community donated, a
$220,000 security grant was
awarded and there’s still little
to no sign of that money being returned to the sponsors
and donors. What a waste,
Wright State. If you’re going
to bid, you best have thought
this through. But, complications happen and I believe
they’re doing their best in the
interest of the community and

than
we may think of ourselves, like it or hate it. Although Cleveland gets Ohio
on the map a bit, it leaves
southern Ohio completely out
of the picture.
The emphasis that the
C-Span special would have
placed on Dayton specifically, which was a thirty-minute program to be
aired before the debate,
cannot be understated. What tremendous
potential. But it’s not
the end of the world by
any means.
I’m not alone in feeling
that Dayton has gone in
and out for so many years
of being just on the cusp of
greatness on a global stage.
There’s a lot about Dayton
that’s ‘almost’ where we

PIF continued from page 4
source of income—and not
call that silencing. It’s the flow
of money, as it relates to their
ability to produce content and
maintain their well-being.
Why am I so ants-in-the-pants
about this? Because the rules
are ridiculous and completely
against what we even go to Youtube for. Take a look:
http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/
pix/2016/09/02/11/37D2
8D8800000578-0-image-m-9_1472810818904.jpg
What’s happened is simply
that you can feasibly report
an existing Youtube video, en
masse and enjoy the content
being removed from monetization through the abuse of the
reporting algorithm.
This happens frequently on

Facebook, which is yet another
service provider that profits from
what you create, yet has questionable search algorithms that
obscure certain perspectives and
news from being featured.
Don’t like something? Just
‘bot’ it down. Now you can just
flag almost any video for demonetization. It’s a double-edged
sword, clearly this was meant
for whatever really harmful
videos Youtube is trying to take
some weird moral stance on, but
they’ve overshot. They want their
content that makes money to be
safe and fluffy and not controversial, but we don’t check Youtube
to watch paint dry.
Our Youtube experience is
one that should reflect our real
life—how else do we go about
escaping it while simultaneously
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case of optics. It comes off
as incredibly poor planning
to have the public see such a
massive failing after a large
investment, and to have an
unsure future of any reimbursement from their failing.
We expect more from our
public institutions. I believe
they will deliver, these situations are very burdensome
for everyone and I am so very

would love it more. If our
universities and our local
communities could manage
their assets responsibly and
productively, Dayton could
reach its full potential. If we
contribute wholeheartedly
into supporting universities
that want to take on these
challenges, we could see even
better results in our community.
Instead, we so often fall
short and enjoy our trip.
Wright State got our communities hopes up, which is
admirable. Unfortunately,
they were shortsighted.
I’ll defend Wright State in
some aspects out of fairness,
since the point of my pieces
isn’t ever found in the antagonizing or patronizing
portions. Many people were
entirely confused that Wright
State dropped their bid in
July of this year. “Why
isn’t the party paying
for the debate?”
is one popular
question. I’ve
reminded many
people, that the

parties do not pay for the
campaigns, nor the debates.
Today, I feel we expect
our candidates to debate in
the most luxurious of stages with a live audience and
with celebrity
moderators.
This was
not always
the case,
but it is
the stankr
dard that
Flic
2|
201
)
K
(
we hold
401
ourselves
to today.
These events do not have to
sympathetic to that.
be expensive, but we have
Not only that, but by
such an intermingling of
cancelling the debate over
money and politics that it’s
“daunting” security concerns,
a profitable institution to
despite the security grant and
make a debate a commercial
the secret service’s presence,
product.
sounds an awful lot like they
Wright State’s President,
wanted to avoid all activity
David R. Hopkins said that
surrounding the debate—not
the rising violence in the
just those that posed some
wake of the recent controver- physical, tangible and immesial shootings and the massa- diate threat of bodily harm.
cring of five police officers in
This is just how it can
Dallas, Texas, affected their
appear, I am by no means indecision to nix their bid. It
sinuating or accusing Wright
was a combination
State. Without a doubt, I am
of fear for security
a supporter of Wright State in
and the increasing
large, which is why I had to
cost of securing a
get my feelings out about this
public university
situation.
for the debate.
By passing on the debate
Wright State’s
and citing both poor financial
position as a public univerplanning and a security issue,
sity does mean that by law
Wright State comes off as
they cannot restrict access to
looking like they simply don’t
their campus. This makes the want to deal with Dayton
flow of people, in Hopkins’s
responding.
words, “daunting.”
When you don’t want to
Here we have a pretty bad
Wright State continued on page 8

relating to content? It’s a type
of enjoyment, of escapism, and
the attempts to take those same
elements that cause us problems
in the specific order they appear
in our lives and reassemble them
in content for us to consume,
enjoyably.
Trying to deflate the pockets of
those you don’t agree with? What
type of moral stance is that?
Pretty pathetic to try and shake
out the few dollars you can make
from monetized videos.
To break it down briefly,
enabling monetization allows
you to profit off what is known
as CTR (click through rate) and
CPC (cost per click) models.
Within those, you have what’s
known as CPV and CPC, where
the advertiser will pay when the
advertisement is clicked, not just

viewed. If you have a million
views and no clicks, you make no
money. The second option is that
an advertiser will pay out when
someone views the ad for half
the duration or at least 30 seconds. They do not pay for both.
Other types of ads exist that
can show up on the side of your
video and under suggested
viewing, but the main ads I’m
concerned with are the above.
What we’re now seeing is just
groups on social media abuse
these algorithms to get content they dislike removed from
monetization, despite not truly
violating or doing something
grotesque enough to merit the
loss of an ability of monetization.
Do we want to open businesses
where if you don’t like someone’s
views, you can not pay them for

the work that made your business successful, and is largely
attributed to those very views?
If so, as a business I believe
you’re free to do so, but as a
company in a massive adjustment period—do you really want
to push away your content creators? It sure isn’t going to make
itself, and it’d be quite naive to
think Youtube is the only site
willing to partner with talent for
content in a mutually profitable
manner.
We’re all going to enjoy our
cat videos and see-it-to-believeit, tag your friends and post the
crying-laughing-emoji-twelvetimes-stuff somewhere, but
Youtube holds no monopoly on
monetization of video content in
a fleeting world of the next big
social media technology.
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Fall into a new season

Brittany Fletcher
Designer/Intern

Fall is ripe for the
picking when it comes
to television premiers.
Between the five major
television networks
there a plethora of season and series premiers
coming out this fall.
Among those coming
this fall is the return
of Shonda Rhimes’
“Grey’s Anatomy” and

“How to Get Away
with Murder,” as well
as six different Marvel
and DC-related shows.
“Marvel’s Agents
of S.H.I.E.L.D.” will
be returning to ABC
for its fourth season.
According to Marvel’s
website, Director Coulson, along with his
team of agents, continues his search for the
Inhumans. Following
the events of the season
three finale, they are
also trying to track
down rogue Daisy.
“Grey’s Anatomy”
will be premiering for
season 13 which is set
to follow up on Owen
and Amelia’s marriage,
as well as April and
Jackson having a child.
One of the series
premiers coming to
ABC is “Notorious.”
The show’s webpage

explains that the plot
is centered around the
relationship of defense
attorney Jake and powerhouse TV produce
Julie. The two will
“attempt to control the
media, justice system
and ultimately each
other.”
Other shows on the
ABC fall lineup include: “Dancing with
the Stars,” “The Goldbergs,” “Speechless,”

to save lives.
CBS’s other fall
premiers include: “The
Big Bang Theory,”
“Hawaii Five-0,” “Blue
Bloods” and “Two
Broke Girls.”
The CW will have
“Arrow” returning for
the show’s fifth season
this fall. The premier
trailer shows Oliver
taking Felicity’s advice
to build a team of
“heroes” in the wake
of two
members
quitting.

@macgyvercbs | Instagram

“Modern Family,”
“How to Get Away
with Murder,” “Once
Upon a Time” and
“Quantico.”
On CBS, “Criminal
Minds” is set to make
its twelfth season premier. This season is set
to involve the re-capturing of previously
caught criminals after
season 11’s prison
break finale.
“MacGyver” is a
new “action-adventure drama” coming
to CBS this fall.
According to the CBS
website, “MacGyver”
is about a 20-something year old who
creates a “clandestine
organization with the
U.S. government.”
He uses his talents
for unconventional
problem solving and
scientific knowledge

Long-running “Supernatural” will
also be making a return
for season
12 which is
expected to
follow some of
the plot lines
left in the season 11 finale
– a potential
Winchester
family reunion
and the London chapter
of the Men of

Letters.
“No Tomorrow” will
be making its series
premier on The CW.
According to IMDB,
the show follows Evie,
a control assessor, as
she falls for thrill seeker Xavier who lives
his life of risk-taking
because he believes the

“Supergirl,” and “Jane
the Virgin.”
Fox viewers will see
the return of “Lucifer”
for a second season.
Fox has released episode titles for the show
with episode one being
‘Everything’s Coming Up Lucifer.’ Network producers have
mentioned that
Lucifer’s mother
would be making
an appearance.
“Empire” is
also making a
comeback for
season three.
This season
is set to have
a ton of
information
for audience
members
including
who fell
off the
balcony
in the
previous
season’s
finale.
One of
Fox’s new
shows for fall

ABC Television Group | Flickr

apocalypse is coming.
The CW will also
have premiers for “The
Flash,” “Frequency,”
“The Vampire Diaries,”

is “Son of Zorn.” According to IMDB and
Fox, the show melds
together animation
and live-action when a

cartoon Barbarian tries
to reconnect with his
non-animated son in a
suburban town.
Fox premiers will
also include: “Gotham,” “New Girl,”
“Scream Queens,”
“Hell’s Kitchen,” “The
Exorcist,” “Bob’s Burgers” and “The Simpsons.”
NBC is the last
network that has
announced their fall
lineup.
Returning for season
11 is “The Voice.” According to show previews, there is going to
be two female judges
for the first time. Season 11 is set to have
Miley Cyrus and Alicia
Keys, with Adam
Levine and Blake Shelton as returning judges.
“The Good Place” is
one of NBC’s new fall
shows this year. Their
website describes “The
Good Place” as a show
about Eleanor who
is “sent to the Good
Place instead of the
Bad Place.” She spends
her time hiding from
Michael, the architect
of the Good Place, in
order to shed her old
ways and find the good
within.
Making a hot return
for season five is “Chicago Fire.” Based on
the season four finale,
it looks like there will
be a lot of love and
romance happening in
the next season. The
new season looks to be
exploring Casey and
Dawson’s relationship,
as well as Severide’s with Kidd.
The rest of the
NBC lineup includes: “This is
Us,” “Law & Order: SVU,” “Chicago P.D.,” “Chicago
Med” and “The
Blacklist.”
For a complete
list of any network’s fall premier
lineups along with
days and times,
visit each respective website.

@abcnotorious | Instagram
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West’s fashion week
goes south
Barton Kleen

Executive Editor

Kanye West, stretch
fabrics and fainting. No,
Yeezus did not don a new
pair of leggings and pass
out from the lack of blood
flow—at least not publicly. A different story,
however, are his models
during his New York
Fashion Week event.
“I think the only thing
dumber than these clothes
would be the people who
would buy these clothes,”
professional “make it
work” sloganeer and
Project Runway host
Tim Gunn said on Access Hollywood. Gunn
also referred to West as
a “sphinx without a
riddle.”
Gunn continued to
fire at West over his
Fashion Week line
that he said is just
“stretchy undergarments.” Video
online shows that
West’s mass of
models were profusely sweating,
uncomfortable
and some reached
the point of pure
exhaustion—resulting in mild
fainting bouts.

Upwards of an hour
and fifty minutes into
the show, West, himself
showed up in an outfit
of all black, the colors
vastly contrasting from
his collection that Anna
Wintour remarked to be
“migrant chic” consisting
of mostly nude colors.
Wintour later apologized for potentially
“trivializing” the migrant
crisis with her phrasing.
Gunn calls West’s
collection both “dumb”
and “basic.” Gunn’s
criticism and personality
have landed him in hot
water before, especially
with Anna Wintour who

Arts and Entertainment
September 20

banned Gunn from the
prestigious Met Gala for
not retracting a statement
in his 2010 book “Gunn’s
Golden Rules.”
In his book, Gunn
wrote that the most “unforgettable” moment in
the fashion world he lived
was an episode where
Anna Wintour refused
to ride an elevator five
stories to the ground.
Instead, Gunn said,
Wintour was carried the
entirety of the
flights—and
even further to
her transportation—by her
security.
Wintour demanded the retraction, Gunn
refused
stating
that the
story is
the entire
truth.
Was
this a
hit or a
miss for
Yeesus?
You tell
us.
@kimkardashian | Instagram

David Shankbone | Wikimedia
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Your Voice

What topics do you want to hear being
discussed in the upcoming presidential debate?

Jasmine Milton
Nursing
“Well, if it’s about the debate, I’m not good with
the government. I don’t like the government. I don’t
believe in government.”

Tartan Opinion
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Ombuddy Corner
This week the ombuddy is here to remind you
that B term is right around the corner! See your
academic advisor now to
discuss scheduling classes for B term. Why B
term? You can…
1. Fast track your degree completion.
2. Get more courses completed in a
semester.
3. Complete
developmental prerequisite courses.

We will see you
next week!
Andy Kralich
To learn more
about the ombudsVeterinary Technology
man, visit www.
“There are two I’d like to hear about, and that
is what Trump’s going to do for foreign policies… sinclair.edu/ombudsAnd I also want to know about Hillary’s going to man.
do domestically.”

Contributed by
Amy Hartman.

A case of optics
Wright State continued from page 4

Amie Beasley
Veterinary Technology

CJ Hockett
Respiratory Care

“I would like to hear them talk about student
finances, like college debt…And maybe not so much
“I want to hear how Hillary Clinton is going
health care being talked about but what they can do to either raise or lower taxes. I’d like to hear
about the cost of prescription [medications.]”
Trump’s plan on the same, but we’ve yet to hear a
lot on that.”

deal with a response,
you don’t want to deal
with the intent. When
you don’t want to deal
with intent, you dismiss
the very city that affords
your lifestyle—which is
a rather luxurious and
tenured one.
When you say “we
don’t want it” with your
actions, you’re meaning
you don’t want Dayton
to be involved. You
want complacency. Poor
optics makes for poor
results. If people show
up and protest Donald Trump or Hillary
Clinton, that would be a
security hassle for sure,
but it is also certainly
within the rights of our
citizens to express their
speech. I’m certainly not
denouncing someone
who I believe made the
call that came from the
most genuine part of
their heart, and I respect
his decision despite my
disappointment.
This kind of shady
optics also contributes
to this idea of division.

So, where do we go
from here? Honestly,
I’m wishing Wright
State well. If I sound
too harsh, forgive me a
little bit. I really do want
only positive things for
Wright State’s future,
but I am not alone in my
disappointment. I hope
we as a community can
do better and remain involved, while encouraging the greatness found
in our potential and by
our dedication found on
every level of Dayton.
Was this a wrong
choice from Wright
State? I’m not too sure,
but I am left with just
that lingering disappointment. In life however, I think it’s important to do something with
those lingering feelings
we have, and the entire
ordeal just serves as
a reminder to support
our institutions and our
communities, even when
they get political. Thank
you for your efforts,
Wright State and especially to the donors.

Tartan Opinion
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Filbert Cartoons
Created by:
La Bonte

For more comics and
animation visit

FilbertCartoons.com

How to procrastinate

Brittany Fletcher
Designer/Intern

For some people procrastinating is not a verb in their vocabulary. I don’t understand how
that’s possible, but some people
just make action plans and
stick to them. I, on the
other hand, make plans
and usually wait until the
last minute to do said plan.
I don’t advocate for procrastinating, but let me tell
you how to be the slowest
poke of slowpokes to ever
slow poke.
Procrastinating
isn’t all that hard to do.
There’s a couple of ways
to do it. Getting off topic from
the task at hand is one of those
ways.

There was this one time when
I lived in Tennessee, and I saw
the biggest, nastiest, slimiest
slug outside on my nanny’s
porch. It was disgusting and slugging

around
incredibly slow. So, being the
mean little human that I was, I
poured some salt around it like

a maze. I’m sure you can imagine how that ended for poor
little slug.
As I was saying, procrastinating is something that just sometimes happen from getting off
topic. You’ll be thinking about
that English paper you need to
write. What was the topic? Oh,
animal cruelty.
Look up topics on animal
cruelty and you’ll find some
pretty disturbing images. From
there you’ll end up thinking
about horror movies.
You’ll end up looking up who
the actors are in the movies.
Then you’ll see someone who
was in that one movie with that
one guy. It just becomes a hot
mess from there, and soon it’s
three in the morning and you’re
looking at cat videos. Again.
Procrastination can also
come from being forgetful.
Sometimes you just get so busy
with life and all the troubles
it brings that you forget when
you have assignments, projects
and tasks due whether it be
for work or school. Or maybe
you’re just becoming senile.
Either way, forgetting an
assignment or task can lead to
some serious all-nighters or
poorly written papers. Or, if
you’re like me, you can write
your best papers when you wait
until the night before it’s due to
write it. It’s okay; not everyone

can be Brittany Love.
There was one time when
I was a senior in high school
and wrote my 10-page research
paper the night before it
was due. It was a position paper on decriminalizing prostitution. I made an A.
Seriously,
that off-topic
thing I mentioned earlier,
it’s real!
Waiting
until the last
minute can get
you into some
trouble though.
When you wait too
long, you’ll end up
not having a plan for
getting a task done and you’ll
start to ramble or improvise. If
you’re good at improv, then go
for it, but we can’t all be you.
Can we? That would be weird.
Just a million yous walking
around Sinclair.
I guess if you wanted to
ramble in a paper you could.
My advice though is to make it
sound like it fits with the topic
you’re supposed to be writing
about.
For example, I chose “procrastination” as my topic a
week before I started writing
this piece. I had some ideas I
wanted to do with this, but I

didn’t have a clear direction. I
came to Starbucks, sat down
and just started writing whatever sounded good. My excuse:
authenticity!
Being lazy and not caring
is another great way to
be a procrastinator.
I would actually
say that’s the
ultimate way
to become the
supreme procrastinator. If
you don’t care
about anything, then you
can just put it all
off until the very
end or never do it
at all. That last bit
kind of defeats the
purpose of being a pro-crast-ina-tor though.
There are times when we, as
humans, just don’t care. I didn’t
care about this one section in
my religion class last semester
so I flat out didn’t read it. I had
planned on it, but I never got
around to it.
Overall, if you want to procrastinate your way through life
just remember to wait until the
last minute to do anything, not
really care about said things and
always get off topic.
(This Starbucks I’m in is actually really fancy, guys. They
serve wine here.)

Welcome to the weekly “How To” column with intern and designer, Brittany Fletcher. Each week Brittany will be giving you advice on how to do things you
probably didn’t know you needed to know how to do. Brittany is not a professional at most of these things, so her advice is not meant to be taken 100% serious.

Campus Life
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Guest

Qdoba

Lee’s Famous Chicken
& FUSIAN

Panda Express

Bob Evans

Gyro Palace

Simmer

Chili Con Carne
Hearty Chicken
Gumbo

Chili Con Carne
Vegetable Soup

Chili Con Carne
Boston Clam
Chowder

Chili Con Carne
Roasted Corn & Potato
Soup

Chili Con Carne
Minestrone Soup

Sizzle

Southwest Grilled
Chicken
Sandwich

Grilled Reuben

Greek Chicken
Sandwich

Chicken Quesadilla

Beer-Battered Cod
Sandwich

Chicken & Bacon
Whole Grain
Buffalo Chicken Calzone
Pizza

Deli

Monday

Tuesday

Aramark Weekly Menu

Pizzazone
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Turkey &
Avocado Mayo
Sandwich

Cashew Chicken Salad
Sandwich

Philly Cheesesteak
Mini Rolletto

Mushroom Calzone

Turkey & Avocado
Mayo Sandwich

Cashew Chicken Salad
Sandwich

This Week’s Wrap: Thai Chicken Wrap

Across
1 Not very exciting
5 “__ the east, and
Juliet ... “
9 King whose gift
became a curse
14 Tiny bit
15 One pulling in
pushers
16 Amtrak express
17 GLUTEN-free
fare
19 1983 Woody

Crossword Puzzle

Allen film
20 Schoolyard “I’ll
show you!”
21 Scholarly
23 Like some headphones
24 Better at heeling,
say
26 GLUTEN-free
fare
32 “GoodFellas”
fellowship
35 Breaks

36 Duffel bag filler,
in a thriller
37 Sandwich guy?
39 Take care of
41 “Don’t forget ... “
42 Singer Nicks
44 Modernists,
informally
46 Mind reader?
47 GLUTEN-free
fare
50 Alma __
51 Lacking the

knack
55 Supposed bringer
of bad luck
59 Mimosa family
tree
60 Gas used in flashtubes
61 GLUTEN-free
fare
64 Chilean range
65 K thru 12
66 Radius neighbor
67 “It could happen”
68 Father of Thor
69 Padre’s brothers
Down
1 Summer genre
2 Atkinson of British
comedy
3 More than just
apologize
4 Bill for shots
5 Scoop or poop
6 With 63-Down,
meditative discipline
7 Org. that takes
many forms
8 Blueprint
9 Lively Polish dance
10 Like most cupcakes
11 Pastrami provider
12 Came down
13 Guru
18 Bandanna kin
22 Place for family
game night
24 Arial, for one
25 Attendance record spoiler

Chicken Parmesan Mini
Rolletto

N/A
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Campus
Calendar

September 20, 2016
Membership Fair: Join a
Student Club or
Organization
Building 8, Stage
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

September 20, 2016
Mobile Food Pantry on
Campus
Building 20, Parking Lot
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

September 20, 2016
Volleyball v. Cedarville
Building 8, Gym
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

September 21, 2016

Beyond Stereotypes:
Meeting Islam in Person
Library Loggia
12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

September 21, 2016
International Series:
Ethiopia
Building 8, Stage
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

27 Regular hourly
rate
September 21, 2016
28 Genetic letters
International Day of
29 Any one of the
Peace
Arans
Building 8, Stage
30 Big name in audio
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
products
September 22, 2016
31 Beijing blight
Sinclair Talks: Voices - A
32 Serious disorder Facilitated Conversation
33 Swear words?
about Local Immigration
34 Fox’s title
Experience
Building 8, Stage
38 Year in Nero’s
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
reign
40 Run like heck
September 23, 2016
43 Epic
Volleyball v. Lakeland
45 High on the ScoBuilding 8, Gym
ville scale
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
48 Multichannel
49 Making no prog- September 24, 2016
Volleyball v. Cuyahoga
ress
Community College
52 Bacteria in a
Building 8, Gym
produce recall
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
53 Brahms’ instruSeptember 26, 2016
ment
Sinclair Talks: Career
54 Proud cries
Resources
55 Teacher’s handout
Building 8, Stage
56 __ cava
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
57 May race,
Last Edition’s Solution
familiarly
58 “Stay (I
Missed You)”
songwriter
Lisa
59 Like,
with “to”
62 Out of
use
63 See
6-Down

Campus Life
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Clarion Broadcast
Keep up with our
broadcast channel on
Youtube!

SinclairClarion

Sudoku Puzzle

The objective of the game
is to fill all the blank squares
in a game with the correct
numbers. There are three very
simple constraints to follow. In
a 9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9
in any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection
of the 9 by 9 square must
include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins
with some squares already
filled in, and the difficulty of
each game is due to how
many squares are filled in. The
more squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out
which numbers go in the open
squares. As you fill in squares

correctly, options for the remaining squares are narrowed
and it becomes easier to fill
them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by
looking for numbers that occur
frequently in the initial puzzle.
For example, say you have a lot
of 5’s in the initial puzzle. Look
for the 3x3 box where there is
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows
and columns that can help you
eliminate where the 5 might go
in tht box. If there is a 5 in columns 1 and 2, then there can’t
be a 5 anywhere else in either
of those columns. You know
then that whatever leftmost 3x3
box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you
can eliminate all the possibilities
in that box except for 1 square,
you’ve got it down!
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Horoscopes

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20

Venus will help you out over the next few
weeks. If you’re single, you’ll enter a period
where it’s easier for you to meet cool people.
If you’re involved with someone, you and your
honey will be connecting on a deeper and more
joyful level.

Mercury goes direct this week, giving you some
good energy. You’ll feel clearer about major life
decisions. With your career situation, you’ll have
some insights about how to improve your cash
flow and your personal reputation.

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

The sun is moving into your sign for a few
weeks, and this will boost your energy.
You’ll feel more optimistic than you have in
quite some time. Even if money stuff or love stuff is weird at
the moment, you’ll have faith things will soon work themselves
out.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21

A moon opposition is making you moody.
You could be tempted to lash out at
someone, bringing up past grievances and
demanding justice in the present. Or you might simply find you
need to spend some time alone chilling out and relaxing.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

Two planets are creating tension for you right
now. Part of you feels confident about your
recent decisions, but the other part of you is
second guessing everything that you’ve been
doing. It’s best not to go to extremes at the moment. Seek
balance.

Aries: March 21 – April 19

As the sun moves opposite your sign, your energy
levels could be low. Don’t waste energy on people
and situations that drag you down. Instead,
indulge in love and laughter wherever possible.
Surround yourself with positive people and productive environments.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20

You’re figuring something out. The moon is
bringing insight to your personal life. Maybe
you are unlocking a pattern of behavior that has
brought you trouble over time. Or perhaps you’re
realizing that certain influences from your parents and family
have affected you.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

Mercury is finally going direct, and you’ll feel more
lighthearted than you have in a while. You’ll be in a
good mood. Get together with some friends you haven’t
seen in a bit, or schedule a party for some co-workers to
celebrate something.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Don’t allow others to control you. A moon opposition is creating some weirdness. Maybe you’re
feeling down, and you’re talking with your friends
or family members and asking for advice. Realize
only you have the power to control your destiny.

The equinox is increasing your need to make sense of
your life. If love relationships have been weird lately,
it could be time to take a break from dating. Or if
you’re single, maybe you should consider dating
new types of people for a change.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22

A friendly sun is improving your mood.
Even if people around you are in trouble
right now, you’ll be able to look at their
personal dramas with a sense of detachment and love. Be
supportive wherever you can, but don’t let anybody drag you
down.

Mars is creating some mischief. If you’ve been
involved with someone for a while, maybe you’re
having second thoughts all of a sudden. Or if
you’ve been dating several different people, you
could be realizing you don’t want a commitment
just now.

Linda C. Black Horoscopes: by Nancy Black. Distributed by MCT Information Services
'the Clarion' location Building 6, Room 314
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Sinclair says safety first
Maggie Stacey
Reporter

Sinclair’s annual Safety Expo
took place on September 14,
2016, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the plaza of Building 10. At the
Safety Expo, Sinclair groups,
law enforcement agencies
and community organizations
provided information on how to
stay safe on and off campus.
Some topics included emergency alerts, smoking policies
and consequences, sexual
assault policy and sex predator
information. Emergency alerts
can be sent to anyone via text
message. Students and others
can register to receive these text
messages at www.nixle.com.
Smoking policies and consequences will be explained in
detail. This included an explanations of designated smoking
areas and the state laws which
dictate those location require-

ments.
Leaders of the Safety Expo
provided information on sexual
assault as it pertains to college
campuses. The Safety Expo
provided students with resources pertaining to sexual assault.
Some examples of resources in
Montgomery County include the
Artemis Center for Alternatives
to Domestic Violence, and the
Montgomery County Prosecutor.
Resources were provided for
multiple local counties.

College debt
Finances continued from page 3

Baylor University offered
$300 in bookstore credits
to any incoming student
who’d retake the SAT _ and
if their score went up 50
points they were given a
$1,000 scholarship. Baylor
got a 10-point average SAT
score bump out of the deal.
Leaders at the University of California at Irvine
Law School also had their
eye on cracking the top 20
in their initial U.S. News
ranking when they gave
their entire inaugural class
full three-year scholarships.
The offer was designed to
attract top students who’d
otherwise pass on applying
to a brand-new law school.

Here’s the
catch: Subsequent classes
didn’t get the
same deal, so the school
cannot guarantee it would
maintain a student body of
that caliber.
Are such ranking-rigging
strategies misleading? A
student with significant
debt will certainly be
tempted to make the argument.
This is not the only area
of risk. A number of colleges have been criticized
for inaccurately reporting
campus crime rates. A
2014 investigative report
by the Columbus Dispatch
concluded that: “The crime
statistics being released
by colleges nationwide ...
are so misleading that they
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Sexual assault on college
campuses is an issue that is
frequently in public eye both
nationally and locally. According to the National Sexual
Violence Resource Center
(NSVRC), a self-report survey
indicated that completed or
attempted rape victimization
may occur between 20 and 25
percent of women over their
college career. The NSVRC
also states that for any given
academic year, 35 rapes
will occur per 1,000 female
students.
The Justice Department

assault or rape per
year.
Despite conflicting and controversial reports
on sexual assault
and rape on college
campuses, the issue
itself is a reality.
Resources for
victims of sexual
assault are available.
At the Sinclair Dayton Campus, assault
victims can call the
Brittany Fletcher | Designer/Intern
Sinclair Police at
conducted their own research
937-512-2700 or dial 911 from
from data between 1995 to 2013, any campus phone. If the attack
which indicated a conflicting
occurs off campus, one should
finding that women were more
notify the Dayton Police Delikely to be victimized if they
partment before alerting Sinclair
were not college students, bePolice. If the attack happens on
tween age groups 18 to 24. The
campus, the victim can report
Bureau of Justice Statistics also
the attack on campus, report
states that 6.1 per 1,000 female
the attack to the Dayton Police
students will experience sexual
Department, or both.

give students and parents a
false sense of security.” Is
this misleading enough for
a student to sue?
It is also not hard to
imagine that different
standards might emerge in
every state where lawsuits
are filed.
No court judgments, however, would be binding on
the Department of Education. Even if a judge determines a case is meritless,
department officials might
still wipe out a student’s
loan debt. These officials
would be given complete discretion to decide
whether a school is guilty
of “misleading under the
circumstances” statements.
The Department of Education would then demand
the school reimburse the

government for all the
forgiven loans. There is no
procedure for the college to
challenge those rulings.
Instead of protecting
students from predatory or
even fraudulent programs,
the proposed new regulations would just spawn
litigation and create sub-

Rape and sexual assault can
often go unreported. According
to the Rape, Abuse, and Incest
National Network (RAINN),
only one in five female college
students between the ages of 18
and 24 will report their rape.
Reasons included believing the
police could not or would not do
anything to help, not wanting to
get the perpetrator in trouble,
believing the rape was a personal matter, believing their assault
was not important enough to
report, among other reasons.
Information about Title IX
was provided at the Safety Expo.
Title IX “evaluates, investigates,
and resolves complaints alleging
sex discrimination,” according
to the U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights.
Sinclair Community College’s
Title IX coordinator is Janet
Jones. Jones can be reached at
937-512-2514.
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stantial costs for colleges
and universities. Those
costs would be passed on to
students. Rather than solve
a problem, the Department
of Education’s rules look to
be a lose-lose proposition
for all parties.

